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personality more quickly than others who seem more
1 normal*. But the average child needs very careful help
in order that he may not get fixed attitudes of mind and
volitional habits based on too limited experience of life.
conditions of unification or integration
Before however we turn to the part education and school-
ing can play in the growth of personality and character, it
may be helpful to consider some of the simpler necessary
conditions to be fulfilled if the various qualities of
the mind are to be unified or ' integrated' into satisfactory
personality.
(i) There is first of all the need of training all sides of
a man's nature. It was shown in Chapter V that the
child who had not sufficient affection and consideration
bestowed on him developed characteristics that made his
conduct unsocial. Thus he would feign illness or some
other incapacity that not only gained him the required
attention but also justified his failure to take a creditable
share in the life of the community.
Again, the man who through lack of opportunity or time
or native intelligence cannot be educated to extend the
limits of his first-hand knowledge by thought is limited
in his outlook and performance and likely to be a slave to
his emotional prejudice.
And, finally, both the docile, disciplined child, brought
up to obey but discouraged from trnnking and acting for
himself, and the spoilt child used to commanding service,
fail to get that training in carrying out deliberately willed
action that alone can bring ultimate consistency and
satisfaction to most people.
Here then is the first condition for the integrated person-
ality—an all-round training of the three sides of mental
life that will ensure not only full emotional and intellectual
experience and the satisfaction of transforming inner life

